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The Effect of Length and Type of

Material upon Learning,

I. Historical Summary.

The history of the present inquiry into the

relation of the length of the series to the number of

repetitions required for learning goes back to the ex-

perimental work of EbbinghauB (6) in 1885. Before this

time there had been no carefully controlled experimen-

tation upon memoryt but the work of Ebbinghaus stimulated

investigation into a wide range of problems in this field.

Ebbinghaus included among his own investigations research

upon the problems of the relation between the length of

series to be learned and the labor required for its

learning.

Very few of those who have since conducted

investigations of memory have worked extensively upon

this problem. Moreover, some have so deviated from the

method of Ebbinghaus* namely the method of complete

memorization or "Erlemungsmethode" , that their results

cannot be compared with his.

Ebbinghaus originated the use of nonsense

syllables as material for experimental work. As he used

it, the nonsense syllable consisted of either a vowel or

dipthong placed between two consonants. The series were

composed of nonsense syllables drawn by chance and were in

length 7, 12, 16, 24 and 36 syllables each. In the learning
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of these series E"bbinghaus followed a very definite

procedure which wasf in brief:

1. Each separate series was read through from

beginning to end without special emphasis upon any

portion of the series.

2» The reading and recitation were done in

time to a metronome which beat at the rate of 150 strokes

a minute or 2j- strokes a second.

3. Owing to the difficulty of maintaining equal

stress uppn all syllables* either the first, fourth and

seventh, or the first, fifth and ninth syllables were

slightly accented.

4. An interval of 15 seconds between series

was allowed for the tabulation of results.

5. An effort was made to concentrate upon the

work.

6. All mnemonic devices were avoided.

7. An endeavor was made to have the subject in

as nearly as possible the same mental and physical state

at the beginning of each test period.

Each test consisted in learning a certain number

of series of a given length. A test, for example, might

consist in learning two series of 36 nonsense syllables,

or in learning nine series of 12 nonsense syllables.

The results which Ebbinghaus gives were derived

from tests which were given as indicated in Table I. It

is to be noted that in counting the number of repetitions
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sm attempt at reproduction was counted as a repetition.

Upon hesitation in reproduction the rest of the series

was read through to the end. In Table I the first error-

less reproduction is counted in the aversiges for the total

repetitions for each test, and deducted in the averages

of the repetitions for each length of series.

TABLE I

Ebbinghaus

No. of No. of series Syllables Average of Average of
teste in each test in the total repe- repetitions

series titions in for each
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repetitions* series of 16 only after 30» and series of

36 only after 55."

In 1894, Mtlller euid Schumann (19) published

the results of their research upon memory. Although they

did no work upon the particular problem with which we are

here concerned, their investigation had bearing upon

further work through their refinement of the method of

constructing a series of nonsense syllables. Whereas

Ebbinghaus had chosen all syllables by chance, these

investigators showed by experiment that a chance selection

permitted ccanbinations which facilitated the learning of a

series. They determined that learning was aidedt

1. If two or more syllables had the same

beginning consonant.

2. If two syllables rhymned.

3. If two successive syllables contained the

same vowel or dipthong.

4. If the beginning consonant of one syllable

were the same as the end consonant of the succeeding

syllable.

5. If two or more syllables made a word or

phrase.

In making up a series, therefore, they avoided

the conditions set forth above.

The work of Binet and Henri (3) upon school

children, published in 1894, showed the influence of

Ebbinghaus, They tested the immediate and delayed recall
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of series of nonsense syllables. The method of procedure

differed from that of Ebbinghaus in that each series was

presented a given niimber of timest whereupon the reproduction

of as much as possible was required. A brief experiment

of the same order was conducted upon adults.

Binet (2) also used somewhat the same method as

Ebbinghaus in his testing of Diamsindi, a calculator, for

the learning of digits in series of different lengths.

In this case the total time required for learning was con-

sidered rather than the number of repetitions. The time

was taJcen from the moment when the written sheet was placed

before the subject until his written reproduction was

completed. Table 2 represents the result of one experi-

ment and shows to a msirked degree the relatively much

greater increase in time with increase in the length of

the series.
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in such a way that hy rotating the drmu the syllable

would appear in a slit in a screen. The circumference

of the drum was 49,5 cm. The distance between the

syllables varied with the length of the series. In a

twelve- syllable seriesi the distance between the middle

points of two successive syllables was 4 cm. There was

a blank space at the end of the series of about 9 cm.

The rate of rotation varied with the length of the series

(and with the distance between the syllables). The drum

was set to rotate in 9 seconds for 8 syllables* 10

seconds for 12 syllables » and 12 seconds for 16 syllables.

Since the syllables were at vaiying distances (depending

upon the length of the series) the change of rate tended

to equalize the period of exposure. We have been unable

to determine the rates which were used for the 18-> 24-,

and 36-syllable series. In any case, there was an

api)reciable difference in length of exposure of the

individual syllables between series of different lengths.

Meumann learned five series of 8 and 12 syllables,

and two series of 16, 18, 24 and 26 syllables. The

averages of repetitions required are given in Table 3,





TABIiE 3

Radossowljewitsch and Meianann

No, of sylla'bles No. of repetitions

8 5.2
12 10.4
16 17.
18 21.5
24 30.
36 32.5

These results have teen given "by Meuinann (16,

p. 276) as illustrative of economy in learning with

increase in the length of the series. An examination

of the results shows, however, that such is not the case.

In all but one instance, if we doutle the length of the

series we more them double the number of repetitions.

The single exception is found in the series of 36 syllables

which requires less than double the number of repetitions

that are required for 18 syllables. Certainly these

results as a whole cejinot be taken as contradictory to

the findings of Ebbinghaus.

In 1911, Henmon (10) reported some research

which he had done in an attempt to repeat the experiment

of Ebbinghaus. The series were composed of 10, 12, 14,

16, le, 20, 24 and 30 syllables. The material was

presented visually in the Ranschburg apparatus. With

reference to the rate of exposure, Henmon gives merely

the statement, "Series were presented at a rate which

permitted the exposure of each syllable for 1^ seconds".

Two subjects took part in the experiment which was

conducted by the method of complete memorization. The

results which he gave (Table 4) represent the average
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With respect to the method of procedure* Lyon

makes x>nQ following statement et "In the following

experiments only two methods were used. I have designated

them as (l) the ^ccntinuoue* method, and (2) the 'once-

per-day* method. In the former the suhject is allowed to

memorize the material en masse, i.e., in one sitting; in

the latter the subject nemorizes the material hy reading

it once per day and once only, until memorized."

The materials first used were nonsense syllables

and poetry. With these the experiment continued for 14-^

months. Digits and prose were then substituted and the

entire performance was repeated. The manner of conducting

the experiment was as follows: "On May 1, 1908, I

memorized 8 nonsense syllables, taking my time by the

watch." . . t "With nonsense syllables two days were

allowed to elapse after each 'finishing* with the 'con-

tinuous* method and seven days with the 'once-per-day*

method,"

A consultation of one of his tabulations showed

that Lyon had read the syllables and the digits at the

rate of two per second. No timing apparatus was mentioned

other than his watch. The results were as follows:
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TABLE 5

Lyon

Fo.of syllables Time required No. of digits Time required

e
12
16
24
52
48
72

1/4
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the reeulte of only two subjects in the serial nonsense

material > and four in the paired nonsense material "be-

cause they were the only ones in whom we were certain

that the practice effect had been eliminated before

these results were taken,"

TABLE 6

Kjeretad

No. of syllables No, of repetitions
Serial Syllables Paired Syllables

12 4,8 6,5
18 6,1 7,6
24 7,7
36 8,7

In conclusion* he sayst "It is evident that our

results point conclusively to an opposite conclusion to

that of Ebbinghaus, With increase in the length of material

there is only a very slight increase in the number of

repetitions required,"

We question whether a comparison of paired

syllables with seristl material is peimiseible since the

two methods employ quite different types of organization

of material. The serial material is treated as a imit

within which associations are set up not only between

the first syllable and the second* the second and the

third* and so on* but also between the first and third*

the first and fourth, and so on. In the case of paired

syllables the two syllables constitute a single unit. The
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iffhole consists of a certain nmn'ber of these luiitSf and

the reactor is not required to memorize the series as a

unit. In the case of paired syllables the addition of

one pair to the whole complicates the problem far less

than would the addition of two syllables to the unpaired

serial material*

Robinson and Heron (26) have recently conducted

an experiment upon the results of variations in length of

memorized material upon (l) its susceptibility to retro-

active inhibition, (2) the form of curve of memorizing, (3)

the difficulty of learning it, (4) the amount of retention

after a certain interval*

The experiment was made upon ten subjects. The

materials employed were lists of nonsense syllables of 6,

9, 12, 15 and 18 syllables in length. The material was

presented visually by means of a hand-operated manory

drum. "The time for the single exposure of a syllable

was 2 seconds. The experimenter was made aware of these

intervals by means of a mercury cup metronome in circuit

with a head-phone."

The method of learning differed from that of

Ebbinghaue. Robinson and Heron employed what they term

the "anticipation" method. To quote, "The entire list was

presented once and, after that, the subject, upon being

presented with a given syllable, attempted to pronounce the

three letters of the next syllable in the list before that

syllable appeared. He was not permitted to anticipate
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aloud more of the list than that one syllabic following

the one which was exposed. Each list was presented tmtil

the subject had successfully anticipated during a single

presentation all but the first of its syllables."

The method differs in several respects from

that of Ebbinghaus, By the method of anticipation the

bond between each syllable and its succeeding syllable

tends to be strengthened. A failure to call up a syllable

upon the presentation of the preceding syllable serves to

fix the position of the "weuited" syllable. Also* the

direction of association* if it may be so designated* is

not fixed in the serial presentation. Frequently the

subject recalls the last syllable* then the next to the

last, and the second from the last. By the use of the

method of anticipation there is a tendency* it seems to

us, to establish a certain direction of association.

Before the experiment proper, each subject

learned one list of 12 syllables a day for a period of

six days, and then releamed the same list after an interval

of 15 minutes.

The experiment contained three cycles. "That

is," says Robinson* "each of our subjects was tested three

times under each experimental condition. This gave us a

total of 30 values apiece for each of these conditions."

In no case was a subject tested under more than one

condition in a day.
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The results are given in Table 7 in terms

of the average number of repetitions per syllable of

lists of different length.

TABLE 7

Robinson and Heron

Length of List 6 syl* 9 syl. 12 syl» 15 syl* 18 syl,

Cycle I

Cycle II
Cycle III

0.67
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will show, however, that many have deviated far frcm

Ebbinghaus in method. There is still room for extensive

experimentation upon the problems of the relation between

the length of the series and the number of repetitions

required in learning it.
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II. Method of Experimentation.

The perioc of ex^:erimer tat ion extended from

December 1, 1922 to Ajril 15| 1923. Five reactors were

used who served for one hour a day on two days a week.

The same hour and the same daj'^s were maintained for

each reactor throughout the period. All the hours were

in the morning.

Of the reactors I three (Hj S> and W) were

undergraduate men at the Johns Hop'^ins University; twoi

(R and D) were graduate women at the University. H had

had the most practice* having served in preliminary'"

experiments of the same order two and three days a week

for four months. S had had three months* practice* W

had had one month, R had had three weeks, and D had had

none.

The material to be tested was of five types:

nonsense syllahleSf monosyllabic words » three-place

nvunbers, and consonant groups of two sorts. This material

wp,s presented in series of six different lengths: 4, 8, 12,

16, 20, and 24, It would have been desirable to have

included series of greater length but we were unable to

do BO vrithin the limits of our investigation.

The material was presented visiially by means

of the new exposure apparatus devised by IXmlap and

Pullen, In this apparatus a drxmi 4 inches in diameter
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and 3,5 inches long moved 3. strip of paper "behind the

exposure aperture in an efficient manner. The strip

was pressed against the drum "by two rollers j one a'bove

ajid one "below the aperture » so that the paper moved

accurately a half-inch at a time, and permitted the use

of scrips of any length. The exposure aperture which

is adjustable in length and width was fixed for this

experiment at 1/4 of an inch in width and 3 inches in

length. The aperture was 1/8 of an inch from the drum.

The drum was moved by an ingenious combination of

work wheel, coiled spring, magnetic release, and winding

motor, by which the successive advances of the drum were

accurate and extremely rapid so that each word or other

material remained in view almost the full time of the

exposure interval ajid then snapped quickly out as the

next came in.

The magnetic release was actuated by a contact

clock which was set for this experiment with contacts

at one each second.

The material of the experiment was ty]pev;ritten

on adding machine paper. Capitals were used for words,

syllables and consonant groups. The aperture and exposed

material v/ere illiiminated by 8,n electric light which v/as

set in a reflector so as to shield the reactor* s eyes from

the direct rays. The reactor sat so that the eyes were

in line v/ith the exposed material, and at a distance of
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two feet. 1^

Tn the actual preparation of the material

certain rules were observed. In the case of nonsense

syllables* we nade a list of all the possible combina-

tions of a vowel placed betvzeen the consonants. Prom

this list T-ie discarded all the v/ordsj all nonsense

syllables that obviously sounded like v/ords» and those

which could be transforaed into words by adding a final

"e". This left a list of about SOC. The choice of the

proper nonsense syllables is» unfortunately, an individual

natter. V^ereas we made use of 900 nonsense syllables»

Lyon (14, p. 162) maintains that there are approximately

90 nonsense syllables which may be considered "fairly

good,"

Prom our revised list we drew out nonsense

syllables by chance to foim the series used. In case the

syllable did not conform to the following rules it was

thrown out.

1. No syllable should contain a vowel or

consonant which had appeared in the immediately preceding

syllable .

2, No two syllables which together formed a

word were to be used successively,

Prom a complete list of monosyllabic words

composed of a vowel pla.ced between two consonants we

made up lists according to the following rules:
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1. No v/ord should contain a vowel or consonant

which had a^ppeared in the inomediateli'" preceding word.

2. Proper najmes vrere to be excluded.

3. No two v.'Ords vrhich together made another

word were to be used in succession.

In the case of numbers* the lists were made by

drawing by chance from a complete list of three-digit

numbers. All numbers conformed to these rules:

1. In no number was "0" to be employed,

2. No digit was to occur tv/ice in the same

number.

3. The same digit was not to occur in tv/o

successive nxunbers.

4. Sequences such as 345, 456, 987 or f554 were

to be avoided.

5. Sequences such as 2^.6, 458, 248, 357 or 579

were to be avoided.

The lists of consonants were of two sorts, those

drawn from all the consonants and those drawn from only

the first nine consona.nts of the alphabet.

In the formation of lists of the first sort (all

consonants), we first made a list of all the possible

combinations of consonants in groups of threes. Prom this

list, the groups (three consonants each) were drawn by

chance, subject to the following rules:

1, No consonant was to occur twice in the same

group.
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2. 1^0 group was to contain a consonant which

had appeared in the irnnediai-ely preceding groiip,

3, The alphabetical order was to "be avoided,

as for example, FGH.

In th'i lists of the second sort, namely those

drawn from the fir^t nine consonants of the alphabet, we

followed exactly the order which v/e used in the number

lists. Vrhereao we used 7 3 4 in a number list, v.-e used

the corresponding consonants, J D ?, in the nine-consonant

list, but the order of the all-consonajit groups was deter-

mined by chance.

The reactor was pr ovided with a pad and sharp

pencil which v/ere placed on the writing aim of the chair.

All the reactors at the opening of the experiment

understood the general operation of the apparatus. The

following instructions were giren at the opening trial:

"I shall present a series of four numbers. At

the close of the series v/rite dov.m all that you can recall

in the proper order, leaving spaces for those which you

do not recall. Write the ni.unbers promptly and do not go

bade over them. The series will be repeated until you

have learned all the nimibers in their order. You will

write at the close of each presentation."

All reactors were asked to refrain from the

use of lip, tongue, and throa.t movements. They were

also asked to avoid mnemonic devices.





At the close of the learning of a series the

experimenter frequently called for a report of any

peculiarities in the series itself or in the learning

of the series. Care v/as taken to -avoid giving the reactor

suggestions as to methods or peculiarities 'which had not

occurred to him.

In every case tlirough the period of Investiga-

tion the reactor was informed concerning the length of

the series and the ty material hefore the presenta-

tion of a series.

The signal, "Ready," v^as giv^n approximately

one-half second before the appearance of the first nujnher

or syllable. At the conclusion of each presentation the

reactor began to v/rite at once.

It seemed wise to remiire a reproduction _ ._ e

material after each prBsentation. Je found in a prelimin-

ary investi^iation that it v/as very difficult to determine

the nunber of presentations that should be given for

series of various ler^ths and to perfsons of varying caps.ci-

ties before a reproduction should be required. Since

reproductions are undoubtedly an aid to learning, their

number should be considered among the factors in the learning.

Yle preferred the method of reproduction by

writing, inasmuch as •'€ had employed a visu.al m.ethod of

learning. It seemed to us that a voca.l reproduction led

to an exa^'geration of the tendency to use lip, tongue nnd

throat m.ovements in learning.
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The reactor was allowed an "•''"'-"val of fi.ve

minutes "between the completion o'f one series and the

nresentation of the next. During this time the exxjeri-

menter engaged the reactor in casual conversation. The

reactor never worked for longer than one hour except in

cases v.'here a single series required more than that ariount

of t-ime. The report of the reactor "f^on the 'oeculiarities

of the series and of the learning was Riven at the close

of the hour.

As we have stated, four of the reactors were

nractised observers. There v/ere five tv-ries of material.

In o"^der that no tvpe should be '^iven the advantaece .in

learning) the material was presented to t;.e five reactors

in the fnliov/ins: order:

1CAT51RIAL PRESFINTED

Reactor Material Presented
H ITumherR 9 Cons. All Cons. ITonsence Words
S Q Cons. Numbers Nonsense V/ords All Cons,
W ATI Cons. 9 Cons. V/ord^ ITonsense Numbers
R Nonsense Words All Cone. Numbers .^ Cons.
D Word« Nonsens"

Thft series were oresente'i in order from the shortest

to the longest. Th-^ neriod of timfi required for the comrvle*

tion of all the material varied with the cat)acities of the

reactors.

Three of the react ore (H, Sj and W) who learned more

ra-"id]v than thft o^-her two, were given in addition to the

•oreceding teste, the complete set of series in nnmberR euid

nine consonants, but in the reverse order* namelv, from the

longest series to the shortest.
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RESUITS

Wp. shall consider first th^ effect of the length of

series upon learning, and secondlv the effect of the type

of material.

The results are eriven in Tables 1-7, and are

represented by the ffra-nhs in Fiscures 1-7,

V/e shall be interested in observing v/hether there

ifl uniforniity in the results of the various reactors,

whether the increase in renetitions with the increase in

lenn-th of series is gradual or rat)id, and v/hether the

increase in repetitions is relatively greater than the

increase in the length of the series.

An inspection of Pia-ure 1 (Words) shows a ffreat deal

of uniformitv in tr.e rate of increase of rejjetitions for

the four practiced reactors. Reactor D, Vvho was unpracticed,

showed a very different tyr)e of curve. With the practiced

reactois, the increase in the number of repetitions with

the increase in the lenerth of series was very p:radual through-

out.

We find tira t the increase in the niunber of rer)etitions

le relatively greater thsin the increa-se in the len^^th nf

the series. It is not, however, to so creat a decree as

Ebbinffhaus found with the nonsens^^ s^''llablea«

In Pi,'5:ure 2 (Nonsense Syllables), v;e find ^reat

uniformity in the rate of increase in repetitions for

thp four TDracticed reactors. Reactor D af':ain f^ives a whollv



J
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different type of cuarve. The increase in the mun"ber of

repetitions is very gradual for nonsense syllables as also

for v/ords.

The increase in the number of repetitions we find

to he relatively greater than the increase in the lensth of

the series in the case of all practiced reactors.

In Figure 3 (numbers)^ we find less uniformity in the

performance of the four practiced reactors. Reactor D

was used for the shorter lengths of series but was unable

to learn the series beyond 16 within the hour. Because of

the difficulty with the series and her great nervousness

she v/as not retained for the rest of the experiment. 1,'e

have not recorded her performance in this test since she

v/as unable to comDlete it, 'Jith resToect to the rate of

increase, we find a much greater increase in v/ork from

series of 4 numbers to those of 8 than in the case of

nonsense syllables or words.

In the case of the three must practiced reactors* there

was a slight relative decrease in the number of repetitions

with increase in the lenp-:th of the series. The fourth

shov/ed a relative increase.

In Pigure 4 (Nine Consonants) , we find tv/o reactors

requiring an increasing number of repv;titions for series

of 20 consonant groups above those of 16, The other tv/o

reactors shov/ an absolute decrease in the number of

repetitions required for 20 from that required for 16,
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It was found from the introspective accounts of S and

W, who show the decrease, thao there was at a certain

s+age increasing: association of consonants v,'ith words.

Reactor W sho.ed this in a marked deerree and was cautioned

anew by the ex-Derimenter to avoid anv mnemonic devices.

He denied, however, that he consciously tri^d to associate

the consonants with words.

In this fiPTure. a comparison of the repetitions

required for the various lenptths shows tha.t for two

reactors there is, throughout, a relative increase in the

niimher of reDctitions v;ith increase in length, v.hile for

two reactors there is a relative decrease in the numher

of repetitions required in series above 12 in length.

In the case of series made from all the consonants,

Figure 5, we find greater uniformity among the reactors.

There is the usual relative increase in the number of

repetitions required for a series of 8 over one of 4.

The increase in repetitions, both relative and absolute,

is very pronounced from 8 to 12. All reactors are uniform

in showing a relative decrease in the nujaber of repetitions

for all lengths above 1? as comoared with a series of 12. As

in the case of the series coraoosed of nine consonants* the

factor of associatinff consonants with words carne in to

influence the number of repetitions.

V/e tested our reactors H, W, and S upon series
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coiriTDcsed of nine consonants and numbers to learn the

form of the curve v/hen the series v;ere ;;rese-ited in

the order from the longest to the shortest. A comparison

with Figure 6 (l^umhers) shows that the type of curve is»

in general, much the seme for each rc^iCtcr in the two

tests. It is to be noted that when the series are learned

by takino; the shortest first, that there was no a,bsolute

Increase in reDetitions required for 24 nimbers above that

for 20, but when the order is reversed, there is both an

absolute and relative increase in the number of rexjeti-

tions required for 24 numbers above that rec^uired for 20,

This is iiQportant, of course, in connection v^ith the

quRstion of the influence of practise effects.

A comparison of Pipiure 7 (Nine Consonants) with

Jifiiure 4 (Nine Consonants) shows a narked similarity. The

greatest point of difference lies in the fev/er repetitions

required for Ip.arninff a series of 12 consonant Rxnnris in

the second order. Here too, it is clear that there is a

relative increase in the number of reDctitions with increase

in the leneth of material.

\7e may say, then, that there is more uniformitv in

the results v/ith the use of words and nonsense syllables

than in the results with consonants and numbers. The rate

of increase is A'radual in all cases except that of

consonants chosen from the first nine of the alphabet*

\7e find that for words and nonsense syllables there
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is a slight relative increase in the ni:uaber of repeti-

tions with increase in len,o;th. In the case of numbers

and nine consonants v/hen learned in order from the

shortest series to the longest, there is evidence of

slight relative decrease in repetitions for the lon.'^-

est series. This decrease is not found when the reverse

order of learnini^ is employed. In the case of consonants

chosen from all the alphabet tte re is in general a

relative decrease with lenff:th in all series above 12

as compared v/ith a series of 12.

'iVith our react ore f in work vvith increasing length

or decreasing lenr'th of series, the relative increase is

very slight as compared with Ebbini^haus' results.

TJ7ith res-oect to the effect of the type of riiaterial

upon learning v/e find enough variation in the curves for

the different types of material to warrant our testing

each tyoe separately.

Words, as one might expect, are tae easiest. ITonsense

syllables are next in difficulty, then numbers, all-con-

sonant groups and finally nine-consonant groups.

The introspective rerxrts of the va.rious reactors

throw some light ut)on the learning of the iiiaterial. V/ords

had numerous associations and were learned as units. ITon-

sense syllables were also learned as units and v;ere thought

of as they sounded rather tiian as they appeared when

visually presented. Numbers were seldom considered as
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com'Dlete units "but v/ere coiii"DOsed of two units since the

num'ber'was thought of most frequently as 3 - 47 rather

than 347 or 3-4-7. Consonant groups were considered as

composed of three units. The reactors reported that

each letter had to be thought of as a unit, y/henever

there was association with a wordt as was not infrequent,

learning was greatly facilitated, ITine-consonant material

was more- difficult than material chosen from all the

consonants, owing to the fact that within the same

series the same consonant was used in different but

similar combinations*

The factors which enter into every experiment

with memorv are numerous. The factor of "anticipatory"

inhibition is not unimportant. YiTnen a reactor has learned

one series, this very fact may cause inhibition in the

learning of another series. Ideally, an interval of at

least one day should come between the learning of any

two series. Even so, it would be impossible to estimate

the effect of "anticipatory" inhibition. Since we

emtjloyed only immediate recall, the factor or retroactive

inhibition was unimDortant.

The matter of the effect of practice is the hardest

of all to control, nor has it always been taken into

account by the various investigators. Unless the

experimenter used only subjects in which the practice

effects were no longer operative, there existed a practice

effect in the learning of the series. In case the series
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was learned in the order of increasing length, the

longer series showed the effects of practice, and

required a relatively fev/er number of repetitions

than they should have in comparison with tie shorter

series.

Ebbinghaus went tlr ough preliminary experiments

of the same nature as the tests until, from the results,

he judpied ta t there were no lonf^er any Dractice

effects. Then, too, he took the results of a consider-

able number of tests. Radossowl.iewitech does not state

what practice Meumann had had before takin^f the test.

The results were taken from a comparatively few tests.

Henmon based his results ur^on a number of experiments

with eaca sub.iect. He does xiot mention whether the

order pf presentation is varied. Since Lyon does not

mention the factor of practice, we do not know what the

effects of practice may have been in tha,t experiment

,

Kjerstad jnd/^ed t'rat the practice effect had been

eliminated before his results v/ere taken. Robinson and

Heron r^ut their sub.jects through a series of Tjreliminary

tests. They also varied the order of pi'esentation of the

various lengths of series.

In our own investio-ation the four reactors had

preliminarv training. Unfortunately, the period of our

exDerimentation and the amount of material did not

•nermit us to put each reactor throu^rh three or four eye lea
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of material, each cycle representin^r a different

order of presentation.

An unpracticed reactor, in learning: a series

in order of increasing len^fh, would undoubtedly

learn the longer series in a relatively shorter tine

Taecause of practice. In cora-Darine: the curves for

the two orders of presentation, the curves, in case

the reactor showed no "oractice effects, should "be

practically the same. The fact, that in the case of

nuinhers there was in the increasing lenf;th of series

practically no increase in reiDetitions from 20 to 24,

but that in toe decreasing lenf^th of series there

v/as a relatively greater number of repetitions for

24 than for 20, leads us to believe ti^at we had not

entirelv eliminated practice effects. Since our reactors

had oeen practiced for a lone period, we hold it

advisable to -nroceed on the assujn"otion that the iDoint

is never reached whs re there is cessation of -oractice

effects and to "oresent the material in cycles so that

several orders of presentation are represented.
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III. Methods of Learning
Disclosed "by

Renorto.

The re-Dorts u-oon learning disclosed peculiarities

in the learnina- which raisht oti.erwise Iiave "been over-

looked. Although the series was presented as a whole,

the first svllahle v/as learned and then the last

svllahle "before the others. Though there was no

conscious effort to learn the series in parts* by

learning first one section, then another, there was

a tendency to localize anv presented svlla"ble as

belonging to tiie first third, last third, and middle,

Frequently the reactors had learned completely the

first third and last third ajid v;ere hazy concerning: the

middle. This tendency seemed to arow nut of tlie fact

fcriat Lue first syllable and the last syllable are first

to be learned, ard so forth, the reactor then working

from these two points.

The fact that the observers wrote the reproduction

may have helped (undoubtedly did help) in the localiza-

tion of a syllable as belonging: to a certain "part".

The mere fact t"i:B, t gaps were left, called attention tn

the fact that certain "parts" had been learned, whereas

ntherB were obscure,

"i/e found it iDracticallv impossible to 'keev the

reactors from makinr? sliF:ht tnn;~:ue movements. One

reactor claimed that he v/as unable to learn anything
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without "saying it to himself." All reported a

strong tendency toward throat and tongue movements.
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rv. Conclusions.

Whereas it is hifehly desirable to have practiced

reactors* inasmuch as less practice effect is introdticed

into the learning of the material, we nay never assume

that any given period of preliminary training shall have

rendered the reactor free of oractice effects. It is

necessary, therefore, to present the work in C3'"cles, even

to the most practiced reactors.

We also find that all cautioning against mnemonic

devices will he disregarded to some extent. The reactors,

though cautioned against the voluntary use of lip, tongue,

ajid throat movements, report that they find themselves

making tongue and throat movements. We find much the same

situation prevailing in the natter of refraining from the

device of associating nonsense syllables with words. The

reports of the reactors indicate that nearly any nonsense

syllable may call up a v/ord even though there be no intent

on the part of the reactor to use this as a device.

In addition to these devices, we find that the maimer

of reproduction, whether oral or written, gives its own

characteristic aid. The word which is spoken is remembered

as spoken: the word which is written is, by virtixe of its

position on the paper, thereby more definitely located in

the list.

The reports of the reactors to the effect that words
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and nonsense syllables are learned as units, that numbers

frequently tend to be grouped into two units, as 4-67,

and that in consonant groups, each consonant is recalled

as a unit, indicate that each type of material should

have individual treatment.

The frequency with which a given consonant occurs in

a series influences the nwaber of reretitions required. The

use of the first nine consonants in the alphabet in com^.arison

with the use of all consonants in a series of the same length,

shows the fonner much more difficult to learn,

We find, as did Ebbinghaus, that with an increase in the

length of the series there is a relative increase in the

ntimber of repetitions, '^'e do not find in our visual method

of presentation with written reproduction, the same degree

of increase. In our experiment, the increase is less.

Whereas we find, in all types of material, the tendency

to relative increase in repetitions with increase in the

length of the series, the experimenter must take into

consideration the fact that the degree to which this principle

is operative varies considerably with the type of material.
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TA3LE 7

Nine Consonants

Reactor Lensth of Series
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Series of 16.

Words
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Series of 24.

Words
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SET II.

Series of 4.

Numbers 9 Cons*

4 16 P B H
3 2 9 D C L
15 6 B G H
2 8 4 C £ 7

Series
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Series of 16,

Nisabers
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Serles of 24,

numbers





Notej

Here follow pages

44 . 45 - 46 - 47 - 48 - 49 and 50

constituting seren graphs.
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